


Styria Content Creation (SCC) is a subsidiary of Styria 
Media Group, the leading media corporation in CEE 
with more than 2,700 employees in three countries   
 
We offer one-stop content and communication 
solutions:  

Content Strategy 
Content Production (print, digital, video, audio) 
Content Distribution online  and offline  
Content Performance Measurement  

 

STYRIA CONTENT  
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Automobile manufacturer SEAT gave a brand lift to its model 
SEAT Ibiza, which is aimed to appeal to young women.  

To achieve this, SEAT approached Styria Content Creation (SCC).  

The objective was to position the brand in a young (18-35 years), 
female target group and raise awareness for the new SEAT Ibiza 
model in Austria with native advertising and sponsored content. 
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SEAT IBIZA 
Objective 



SEAT IBIZA 

SCC developed a content strategy to get a better 
understanding of prospective customers. Men were 
identified to have an impact on female car purchases and 
were therefore added to the target group.  
This led to three different buyer personas as exemplary 
representatives of the target group. On the basis of these, 
the campaign was developed. 
The native advertising campaign consisted of different 
elements: articles (native ads), video, social media, an 
influencer and in-app activities. 
These elements revolved around one key idea: Giving young 
women the chance to win a weekend trip to the Electronic 
Love Festival in a SEAT Ibiza with an Austrian micro-
influencer and thus creating relevant content. 
In addition, a sponsored story catered to the needs of the 
male target group. 

 

Concept 
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NATIVE AD 
“5 embarassing things we all do while 
driving“ published on miss.at and the 
corresponding Facebook page 
 
 
View Native Ad »   

http://diepresse.com/home/advertorial/5133418/Weihnachtsgeschenke-selber-machen-und-damit-Gutes-tun
http://www.miss.at/diese-5-peinlichen-dinge-machen-wir-alle-beim-autofahren/
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published on miss.at and the 
corresponding Facebook page 
 
 
 

NATIVE AD 
 “Roadtrip: These cities are perfect for a weekend trip“ 

View Native Ad »   

http://diepresse.com/home/advertorial/5133418/Weihnachtsgeschenke-selber-machen-und-damit-Gutes-tun
http://www.miss.at/diese-staedte-eignen-sich-fuer-einen-wochenendtrip


IN-APP ACTIVITIES 
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Miss users could take 
the new SEAT Ibiza 
for a test drive by 
performing specific 
activities in the app. 

By uploading a photo + a 
statement about one’s favorite 
thing about driving, 3 miss users 
could win a trip to the Electric 
Love Festival in a SEAT Ibiza with 
Austrian micro-influencer Daniel 
Klein (suggested by SEAT). 
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The 3 winners of the community activity went for a 
drive in a SEAT Ibiza with micro-influencer Daniel 
Klein and had to perform various dares.  

One girl was announced the winner of a weekend 
with him at the Electric Love Festival and the trip 
there in a SEAT Ibiza.  

The afternoon with the 3 girls was filmed and posted 
on miss’ Facebook page. 

VIDEO 
“3 Blind Dates“ 

View Video »   

http://diepresse.com/home/advertorial/5133418/Weihnachtsgeschenke-selber-machen-und-damit-Gutes-tun
https://www.facebook.com/missmagazin/videos/10156036122234041/
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VIDEO & INSTAGRAM 

“Electric Love Festival“ 

View Video »   

Instagram:  
Live coverage of the weekend together at the 
Electric Love Festival and the drive there in a 
SEAT Ibiza on miss‘ Instagram channel 

A video of the 
weekend with SEAT 
Ibiza was posted on 
miss‘ and Daniel 
Klein‘s Facebook 
page. 

http://diepresse.com/home/advertorial/5133418/Weihnachtsgeschenke-selber-machen-und-damit-Gutes-tun
https://www.facebook.com/missmagazin/videos/10156091263974041/


BLOG POST 
“Electric Love Festival“about the entire 
experience with SEAT Ibiza published by 
Austrian micro-influencer Daniel Klein on 
his website 
 
 View Blog Post »   

https://www.danielklein.at/single-post/2017/07/21/ELECTRIC-LOVE-17-WITH-SEAT-MISS-MAGAZINE
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written and published on the 
sports website spox.com/at and 
the correlating Facebook page to 
reach the male target group 
 

SPONSORED STORY 
“Five sport events for the perfect summer“ 

View Sponsored Story »   

http://diepresse.com/home/advertorial/5133418/Weihnachtsgeschenke-selber-machen-und-damit-Gutes-tun
http://www.spox.com/de/sport/mehrsport/1706/Artikel/fuenf-sport-events-sommer-2017-saalbach-klagenfurt-wien-beachvolleyball-innsbruck-klettern-mountainbike-seat-ibizia-blobbing.html
http://www.spox.com/de/sport/mehrsport/1706/Artikel/fuenf-sport-events-sommer-2017-saalbach-klagenfurt-wien-beachvolleyball-innsbruck-klettern-mountainbike-seat-ibizia-blobbing.html
http://www.spox.com/de/sport/mehrsport/1706/Artikel/fuenf-sport-events-sommer-2017-saalbach-klagenfurt-wien-beachvolleyball-innsbruck-klettern-mountainbike-seat-ibizia-blobbing.html
http://www.spox.com/de/sport/mehrsport/1706/Artikel/fuenf-sport-events-sommer-2017-saalbach-klagenfurt-wien-beachvolleyball-innsbruck-klettern-mountainbike-seat-ibizia-blobbing.html


dwell time of 05:04min on the native ad “Roadtrip: These cities 
are perfect for a weekend trip”  400% higher compared to 
other native ads within the network  

165,000 people viewed the native ads on miss.at 

~83,000 video views on Facebook 

The sponsored story on spox.com/at was read ~6,000 times – 
twice as much as SEAT aimed for 

719 interactions on Instagram 

493 photo + statement uploads in the app (community activity) 

16 SEAT Ibiza test drives redeemed by prospective buyers 
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SEAT IBIZA 
Results 



LET‘S TELL YOUR STORY 
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